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Stay on until the end. 

We are GIVING AWAY 

Five Copies

What Do You Say 

When Books 
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Why am I  doing 

this webinar? 



Infidelity Cases Stress Therapists
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X They usually have an   

intense crisis phase

X The commitment of each 

partner is tested  

X Values and morals called 

into question 
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The truth is rarely pure 

and never simple.

Oscar Wilde

“



The Challenge for You
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Can you... § Stay calm and manage a lot of tension

§ Be a strong leader

§ Know where you are going and why

§ Develop excellent confrontation skills

§ Increase tension when needed



Nancy’s Case Description
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Caucasian couple in their 60’s 

Conflict avoidant couple                     

5 year infidelity

Married 40 years

Living in Scotland and Ireland due to 

job-Not been together since COVID 

lockdown started in February

Amy is 

appreciative that 

Nancy has no 

agenda for them 

to stay together 

Kurt is  crusty and  

friendly, and pushes 

back when Nancy gets 

it wrong



What Stood Out to Me 

from Nancy’s Case
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§ Good progress is being made

§ Strong therapeutic alliance

§ Husband has not addressed what enables 

him to be deceptive yet

§ A recent deception has emerged

§ Good timing to confront his capacity to hide 

and deceive

§ Nancy’s confrontation skills will be tested
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Kurt’s Secrets and Lies

üKurt pretended to have a degree from college that he did not have.

üWhen they were newly married, Kurt would go to pub. Amy could tell he’d been 

drinking but he would sometimes deny this. Amy describes this as gaslighting and 

Kurt hates when she uses this term.

üKurt’s infertility was hidden from children until they they found out with a 23andMe 

test.

üWhen Kurt had a heart attack, he did not tell Amy. She found out by reading one of 

his medical bills.

üKurt’s 5-year affair

üAffair partner contacting him on and off for last 7 months.
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Different types of lies 

require different types 

of Confrontation
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Session Today

ü Nancy and I agreed it was time to explore his pattern of lying and keeping secrets 

ü How much self-awareness does he have? How does he view the lies? How much 

openness does he have to working on this?

Nancy to Kurt  -Today we have an opportunity for you to share with Amy why you think 

you have been keeping secrets from her?

Here’s what I have in mind. I want you to talk to Amy about what it is in you that keeps 

important things back from her and where this comes from in you.

Kurt, start off with what it is in you that holds back from talking to Amy about things that 

are difficult. Amy, you will be working on listening to Kurt, being open and curious about 

what he’s saying, and staying with him as you learn more about Kurt and he learns more 

about himself. 
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6 Types of Confrontation

Soft Confrontation
Gently bring up 

the issue

Emphatic Confrontation
You verbalize unexpressed emotional states

Gentle, But Tough Confrontation

Makes explicit and exposes dysfunctional 

thoughts or rationalizations and excuses

Indirect Confrontation
Talking to one partner when 

confrontation is directed at the other 

partner

Hard/Tough Confrontation
Designed to create anxiety or discomfort

Bombshell Confrontation

Is either so forceful in what is said or 

how it is said that it is impossible to 

ignore



CONFRONTATION    

CYCLE

Therapist Observes

• Unfolding circumstance in couples life

• Unfolding interaction in office

Therapist takes 

into account

Client’s Accessibility

Take time to analyze, 

synthesize, think

•Can partner make it or you?

•How much time is left in session?

Make a decision

• Decide on the type of confrontation
-soft   -touch   -indirect   

-empathetic   -hard  -bombshell

• Decide who should make it:

-therapist     -partner

• Have some idea as to how far you 
will take it.

Act>Test>Regroup

Culture/Gender Couples 
History

New/Old 
Information Your Mood

Evaluate based on 
unfolding interaction

Backup/Recalibrate

Start again
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Tammy’s Case-Here Is What We Will Cover Today

Young Couple in High Distress-Clock Ticking

Setting Up an Incisive Diagnostic Exercise

Paper Exercise Demonstration and Discussion

Description of 6 Diagnostic Criteria

How to Use your Assessment to Build on Strengths
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Young Couple with Unplanned Pregnancy/Challenges

üGot married quickly in Las Vegas

üShe wants the baby/ He did not

üHe was planning to leave her

üThey have unresolved disillusionments between them

üShe has early trauma with a divorce and hostile step-parent 

üBoth have little differentiation from their own families

üHe wanted career and financial stability before having kids

üThey look like a disaster headed for enormous pain for them and the 

child
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Young Couple with Unplanned Pregnancy/Strengths

ü They came in early and quickly to get help

ü They have not done a lot of damage yet to their bond

ü Palpable loving energy that therapist can feel

ü Positive alliance with therapist-They have been willing to take 

direction

üFemale is more open after 3 sessions. Surprisingly, she has 

taken confrontation from Tammy 
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The Paper

Exercise

ü The Paper Exercise is a projective exercise 

designed to elicit information quickly about six 

major areas of a couple’s interaction.

ü The exercise itself lasts only five minutes.

ü You will use the remainder of the session to 

process the exercise and give feedback. 

The Paper Exercise can be used either…

Diagnostically Intervention

OR

AS
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Directions Given To The Couple

Directions for the Paper Exercise

(Adapted from Susan Campbell, The Couples Journey)

“This piece of paper represents 

something important to you.” 

(looking in the eyes of one member 

of the couple).

“And this piece of paper represents 

something important to you” (looking 

directly in the eyes of the other 

member of the couple).

“Take a minute and think about what it represents to you. Then I would like you to hold this paper

between you, and you will have up to five minutes to decide who gets the paper without ripping or

tearing it. You can do it verbally or nonverbally. You can do it any way you like, and you will have up

to five minutes to decide who gets the paper without ripping or tearing it.”

(and it’s not your kids or your relationship)

1 2

3
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Categories For Assessment

Do the partners 

self define?
1

How do they manage 

boundaries? Are their 

boundaries rigid or 

overly permeable?

2 Do they show 

awareness that the 

other is separate 

from themselves?

3

How do they 

manage conflict?

Is it avoided, 

escalated or 

acknowledged 

and handled?

4
Do they have the 

capacity to move the 

conflict forward 

(negotiate)?

5 Is each partner 

able to give 

and/or receive?

6







Introducing a world-class 1-year training program 

with a pioneer in couples therapy that will 

transform your practice
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Why we are the preferred choice for therapists
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in only 

5 to 6 hours 

per month

Work with couples more 

effectively with 

satisfying sessions that 

flow 

Your nonverbal language 

communicates you have 

appropriate confidence 

to help them

You can hold steady 

because your interventions 

are deliberate and nuanced

Clients become 

motivated and  

accountable 

This model takes you 

beyond problem solving & 

grateful clients return 

because they want more



What the Program Includes
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Full Program!

Live Sessions with 

Guest Experts!

Peer Groups

Special Training: Trauma, 

Narcissism, Passive-Aggressive

Partners and More 

Ellyn’s Live Training Sessions 

+ Submit your cases!24 Written Lessons

8 Video Demos

100+ Audios Archived Get your Questions Answered



Why other therapists love our training…
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Study in your PJs  Listen live or later 

from almost anywhere

Training is sequential 

& builds on itself

Build your therapy skills 

over a full year

Collaborate with colleagues 

from all over the world 

(including multi-cultural help)

Personalized attention and 

answers to your questions
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Special Bonuses

When You Order by Monday, June 29th

at 11:59pm Pacific Time You’ll Receive:

Bonus

#1

A Private Support Group 

with Ellyn Bader. 

This is an exclusive chance to talk 

with Ellyn, hear her perspective 

on how the Developmental Model 

can apply to your individual and 

couples’ cases, and get ongoing 

personal support as you work 

experientially with more clients 

online.
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Special Bonuses

Bonus

#2
14 months for the 

price of 12! That’s 

2 months 

absolutely free.

When You Join by Monday, June 29th

at 11:59pm Pacific Time You’ll Receive:
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Special Bonuses

Bonus

#3
Get our popular book 

shipped directly to 

your doorstep.

Tell Me No Lies 

When You Order by Monday, June 29th

at 11:59pm Pacific Time You’ll Receive:
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Special Offer When You Pay For The Year

You won’t get world 

class training at this 

price anywhere. 

An extra $300 off!

When You Choose to Pay for the 

Year in Full, You’ll Receive:



Our Iron Clad Guarantee

Experience it all with no risk!
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You have a full 30-day trial to study, listen, 
watch, participate, and learn!

✓ Explore everything for a full 30 days!

✓ Learn from the videos, training sessions, and experts!

✓ If in 30 days you don’t believe this program will deliver the 
skills plus confidence and you believe it’s not right for you, 
we will refund your money. No questions asked.



Incredible Value
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What you receive in The Developmental Model Training Program Value Total Value

12 Live 90 Minute Training Sessions with Dr. Ellyn Bader $500 $6000

8 Live Bonus Training Calls with Guest Experts $350 $2800

8 Videos of Real Client Sessions by Dr. Ellyn Bader and Dr. Pete Pearson $75 $600

100 Plus Archived Training Sessions with Dr. Ellyn Bader $70 $7000

82 Archived Bonus Calls with Guest Experts like Dan Siegel, Esther Perel and others! $60 $4920

29 Client Handouts to Support Your In-Session Work $30 $870

Being part of a Supportive Therapist Community Priceless

Investing in your Professional and Personal Growth Even More Priceless

TOTAL VALUE Over $22,000



Your Investment
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How much will this training cost in terms of time, energy, and money?

You need only…

about 5 to 6 hours 

per month

Your investment…

as low as $4.15/day
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Buy Now

You Can Start Immediately

▪ Get the First Lesson

▪ Get Acquainted with the Community

▪ Introduce Yourself

▪ Submit a Case for Review

▪ Use some of the Handouts with 

Clients This Week 

▪ Your Private Support Group w/Ellyn 

Starts Early July
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Developmental Training Program

ØA year of world-class mentoring and training

Ø 12 Live Training Sessions

Ø 24 Written Lessons

Ø Submit Individual Cases for Review

Ø 8 Live Bonus Training Calls with Industry Experts

Ø 29 Client Handouts

Ø Supportive Therapist Community

Our CORE Program: 
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Plus, check out these added features:

ØA research library at your disposal 24/7

Ø Client Session Videos

Ø 100 Archived Training Calls

Ø 82 Archived Bonus Calls with Guest 

Experts

ØDeep Dive Special Training Calls on 

narcissism, passive-aggression, trauma, 

and more!
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Get $2322 in bonuses and an additional $300 

off with the Special Offer

A Private Support Group with Dr. 

Ellyn Bader, Founder of Couples 

Institute and Co-Creator of The 

Developmental Model

2 months totally free!

Our popular book shipped 

directly to your doorstep.

Pay for whole year up 

front and get an extra 

$300 off!

#1 #2

#3 Special Offer:
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Buy Now!
couplesinstitute.com/june-2020

Download Today’s Handouts: 
https://couplesinstitute.com/handouts

Questions? Sign Up for Time 
with Ruth
https://www.couplesinstitute.com/ruth-june

http://couplesinstitute.com/june-2020
https://couplesinstitute.com/handouts
https://www.couplesinstitute.com/developmentalmodel-june
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Sign Up Now!
couplesinstitute.com/june-2020

http://couplesinstitute.com/june-2020
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Sign Up Now!
https://couplesinstitute.com/June-2020

Download Today’s Handouts: 
https://couplesinstitute.com/handouts

Questions?                               
Sign Up for Time with Ruth. 
https://couplesinstitute.com/ruth-june

https://www.couplesinstitute.com/developmentalmodel
https://couplesinstitute.com/handouts
https://couplesinstitute.com/ruth-june
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Frequently 

Asked Questions

▪ How tech savvy do I need to be?

▪ Can I do it with a colleague?

▪ Will we talk about working with 

couples online?

▪ Is it tax deductible? 

▪ Do I get CEs?

▪ What are your questions?
The Developmental Model Program 
with Dr. Ellyn Bader


